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FROM THE #1 INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLING AUTHOR OF HOLY ISLANDHeâ€™ll make you

his angel, but first you have to die... After a turbulent time, DCI Ryanâ€™s life is finally beginning to

return to normal and heâ€™s looking forward to spending an uneventful Easter bank holiday

weekend with his fiancÃ©e. Then, on Good Friday morning he is called out to a crime scene at one

of the largest cemeteries in Newcastle. The body of a redheaded woman has been found buried in a

shallow grave and the killer has given her wings, like an angel. Soon, another woman is found at a

different cemetery, followed quickly by another. Panic spreads like wildfire as a new serial killer is

born, and Ryanâ€™s band of detectives must work around the clock to unmask him before he can

strike again. Murder and mystery are peppered with romance and humour in this fast paced crime

whodunnit set amidst the spectacular Northumbrian landscape.
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WOW, WOW, WOW! L J Ross has done it again!! Had me rapidly turning the pages to find out what

would happen next, gasping when I realised how this was progressing and left me seriously needing



my next fix of her wonderful books! I didn't think when the last book finished that I could possibly

have those same feelings on picking up this one, but I was wrong and am not ashamed to admit it.

This author is rapidly becoming one of my all time favourites and seriously need her to write faster

please!Over the Easter weekend a body turns up in a shall grave and in all places in a graveyard. A

body that has been laid out to look like an Angel. DCI Ryan (who was looking forward to spending

some time with his fiancÃ©e Anna) along with his close friend and colleague Phillips are called to

investigateMeanwhile Mackenzie and Lowerson are investigating an elderly woman who has been

found dead in her home.Both teams go off to investigate their own work, with Mackenzie and

Lowerson being informed that Ryan's investigation is the priority, so should they be needed then

they will be pulled onto that case! The book alternates between both cases and you are left

wondering if there is a link between them, only by reading the book can you find out this

answer.There is flashbacks to how the team interact with each other, how much they love and will

protect each other no matter what, and how far they have come along with each investigation they

have worked on. There is also flashbacks to previous books, however this one can be read as a

standalone book should you choose to do that. I however, wouldn't dream of it as I need my DCI

Ryan fix and you would seriously be missing out on some fantastic books if you did.

WOW! WOW! WOW! I thought it was impossible for this author to write a book which is better than

the first three brilliant books in her DCI Ryan series. But hey! She. Has. Done. It!! 'Angel' is just

FANTASTIC!! I absolutely LOVED it, and yes even more than the others, and THAT is saying

something!The story starts in 1990 with a girl falling to her death while trying to escape from

somewhere. Who was this girl? From where was she trying to escape? At this point we don't know,

but this girl will have a lot to do with how the story progresses."He had been chosen. This work and

the salvation he could bring was the reason he had been born."Then we're at the present. Easter

time. A serial killer is on a mission, performing God's work (as far as he's concerned), killing

redheaded women and dumping their bodies in local cemeteries, arranging their bodies as if they

were angels in flight. DCI Ryan and DS Phillips rush to the first scene to start their investigation. Will

Ryan's ability to step into the mind of the killer help him stop this psycho? How many women will

have to die before he and his team can work out his identity? Why is this killer targeting redheads?

And why is he dumping them in cemeteries?With difference to the first three books in the series,

which I suggest to be read in order, this book can be read as a standalone. There are a few

references to what happened in the other books, but nothing that can't be worked out by the

reader.This book is superbly penned with a brilliantly weaved, fast-paced, suspenseful plot that kept



me on my toes with my interest high at all times. I loved the religious element entwined in the plot.
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